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Let A be a rational (m x n)-matrix and b be a rational m-vector. The linear system Ax< b is 
said to be totally dual integral (TDI) if for all integer n-vectors c, the linear program min{b’v: 
A’y= c; yr 0} has an integer-valued optimum solution if it has an optimum solution. 
The contents of this paper can be divided into three parts: First of all an attempt is made to 
characterize special classes of TDI systems. These TDI systems are classified on the basis of ex- 
istence of totally unimodular active matrix sets of specific types. Secondly, a composition scheme 
for generating TDI systems is considered. This contains as a special case the Edmonds-Giles 
system. The power of this scheme is fully exploited. Finally a new TDI system is introduced which 
contains as special cases certain interesting old and new TDI systems. 
1. Notations 
Standard notations, as in [12] are used throughout, but with the following 
changes: 
For any set N, any A c N and any i E N, A U {i) is denoted by A U i. 
For anyxeRN and any A,BLNsuch that AflB=O, 
x[A, B] = x[A] -x[B]. 
For any set N and any A c N, the characteristic vector x E R INI of A is defined as 
1 if ieA, 
Xi = 
0 otherwise. 
A is then called the characteristic set of x. 
For any set N, and any ordered pair (A,B) of disjoint subsets of N, the signed 
characteristic vector x E RIN’ of (A, B) is defined as 
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1 if ieA, 
Xi = -1 if icB, 
0 otherwise. 
(A, B) is then called the signed characteristic set corresponding to x. 
Dimensions of vectors and matrices are not explicitly mentioned but are assumed 
such that multiplication, etc. are defined. 
All matrices and vectors are assumed to be integral, unless otherwise stated. 
2. Introduction 
A rational system of linear inequalities, Ax< b, is said to be totally dual integral 
(TDI) if 
The significance of this concept in polyhedral combinatorics lies in the following 
result of Edmonds and Giles [3], which extends the earlier results of Fulkerson [5, 
61 and Hoffman [7]. 
Thus if Ax5 b is TDI and b is integral, then {x: Ax5 b} is an integral polyhedron. 
FCDI ekimg resuhs on,nTDl sysiems, the reaberis re‘jerreb IDSC~Y$V~T >33}, 
This paper contains the following results: 
(i) Characterizations of special classes of TDI systems based on the concept of 
totally unimodular active matrix sets; 
(ii) a composition scheme for generating TDI systems, with an explanation of its 
full power; 
(iii) a new framework for deriving total dual integrality of a system of linear ine- 
qualities; 
(ivj proofs, basect on (ii/ anct (iii), of TDI proper@ of some olh and new 3y3tems. 
First we describe some basic results that will be needed in later sections. 
3. Definitions and basic results 
Definition 3.1. A matrix B is Totally Unimodular (TU) if the determinant of 
every square submatrix is 0 or + 1. 
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Theorem 3.2 [S]. The polyhedral set {x: Ax< b; x20) is integral for all integral b 
iff A is TU. 
Definition 3.3. Given a polyhedral set P= {x: Ax< b}, PC P is a face of P if there 
exists a vector c such that min{c’x: XE P} is attained precisely over P. 
Theorem 3.4. To every face P of P, defined above, there corresponds a unique 
partition 
of (A, b) such that P= {x: B’x= b’; B2xs b2} and B’ is maximal with respect to 
this property. 
The proof of the above well-known theorem can be found in any standard 
reference on linear programming (for example Murty [lo]). 
The main idea used in several papers to show that a given system is TDI is as 
follows: 
We show instead that for any integral vector w and any face P of P as defined 
by the partition above, there exists a row submatrix B of B’ satisfying the 
relations: 
(i) existence of a y 2 0 satisfying (B’)‘y = w implies the existence of a z 2 0 satis- 
fying B’z = w; and 
(ii) B is TU. 
Theorems 3.2 together with linear programming duality would imply that (A, 6) 
is TDI for such systems. The existence of such a submatrix B is shown using a pro- 
cess known as lamination. The idea of lamination was first used by Lovasz who at- 
tributes it to Robertson [9]. The matrix B defined above is called an active matrix. 
Now let S be a set of row submatrices of the matrix A such that for each pair of 
an integral vector w and a face P of P there exists an element of S that is an active 
matrix for this pair. Let us also suppose that S is minimal with respect to this proper- 
ty. We call such a set S a set of active matrices corresponding to P. 
4. Characterization of special classes of TDI systems 
In this section we review some old results on special cases of TDI systems related 
to matroids and the greedy algorithm from a different point of view and then 
generalize these results to new systems. These systems are characterized by the ex- 
istence of certain types of active matrices. We introduce some definitions first. 
Let N={l,2,..., n}; F the family of all nonempty subsets of N and b : 2N+ R. 
In all that follows, let b(0) = 0. 
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Definition 4.1. The function 6(. ) is said to be submodular on N if the following 
relation holds for all subsets X and Y of N: 
b(X) + b(Y) 1 b(X fl Y) + b(X U Y). (2) 
Definition 4.2. A (0, 1)-matrix B is said to be nested if its columns can be permuted 
to obtain a matrix B that satisfies the condition 
Bij = 1 implies Bik = 1 Vi,j and Vk I j. (3) 
Now let us consider the following optimization problem: 
max{ w’x: x[A] I b(A) VA in F}. 
The dual of (4) is 
(4) 
min .:, b(A)_vA : 
t 
it:GFyA = wi ViEN; ~~20 VAEF 
I 
. (5) 
We shall assume that w ~0, else problem (4) is unbounded. When b(. ) is sub- 
modular this is solved by the well-known greedy algorithm [2]. In this algorithm, 
we order the elements of N in nonincreasing order of the Wi’S. NOW the optimal 
solution is given by: Xj = b({ 1,2, . . . J}) - b({ 1,2, . . . ,j- l}). In fact the following 
stronger result holds: 
Theorem 4.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
0) There exists a set of nested active matrices for (4). 
(ii) Greedy procedure yields an optimal solution to (4) for all wr0. 
(iii) The function b(. ) is submodular. 
Proof. We prove the result by showing that (i) * (ii) g (iii) * (i). Of course, 
(iii) +. (i) is well known but we shall prove it for completeness. 
(i) ti (ii): Without loss, we may assume that the coordinates of w are distinct. For 
a given w let P be a minimal face of the polyhedral set of feasible solutions of (4) 
over which the maximum value of the objective function is attained. Let B be a 
nested active matrix corresponding to P and w. Without loss of generality, let us 
suppose that B satisfies condition (3). Then there exists a vector y satisfying yr0 
and B'y = w. (This follows from the definition of B and linear programming duali- 
ty.) (3) together with the above implies that w1 2 w21 .a. L w,. Since the com- 
ponents of w are distinct, this result together with (3) implies that the greedy 
procedure produces an optimal solution to (4). 
(ii) j (iii): For any A, B in F define a vector w as 
2 if iE(AnB), 
wi = 1 if iE(AUB)-(AnB), 
0 otherwise. 
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Let x* be a greedy solution to (4) for the above w. Then, by definition of the greedy 
procedure, 
X*]A n B] = b(~ n B), x*[A u B] = b(A u II), 
and by (ii), x* is feasible for (4). Thus, 
~(A)+~(B)zx*[A]+x*[B] =x*[A~B]+x*[A uB] 
= b(A flB)+b(A UB). 
This proves the result. 
(iii) + (i): To prove this part, we need some definitions and a well-known result. 
Definition 4.4. For any face P of the polyhedral set in (4) and for any A in F, we 
say that A is tight on P if x[A] = b(A) Vx in P. 
Fact. For any two members A and B of F and any face P of (4), A tl B and A U B 
are tight on P whenever A and B are and b(. ) is submodular on N. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (iii) a (i): Consider a vector w? 0 and any face P in the 
polyhedral set in (4). Let S= {A: A in F; A tight on P}. We can then write P as 
P= {x: B’x=b’; B2xsb2} where the rows of B’ are precisely the characteristic 
vectors of the elements of S and B2 is the coefficient matrix corresponding to the 
remaining constraints. If there is no nonnegative Y satisfying (B’)ty= w, then we 
have nothing to prove. If there exists a y? 0 satisfying (B’)‘y = w, let y* be a solu- 
tion to: 
max A;, JA12.yA: (B’)‘y = W; y> 0 
i 1 
. 
Let B be the submatrix of B’ corresponding to the positive coordinates of y*. 
Claim. B is nested. 
Proof. If not, then there exist A and B in S such that A $AB and BgA and both 
y; and yz are positive. Define a new solution Y as: 
I 
y$-a if X=A or B, 
Yx= &+a ifX=AnBorAUB, 
Y/G otherwise, 
where a= min{y~,y~}. Then it is easy to check that J is a better solution to the 
above optimization problem, contradicting the optimality of y*. This proves the 
claim and also the theorem. 0 
We now extend these results by considering a problem whose constraint matrix 
has 0, +- 1 entries and by suitably extending the notion of submodularity. N is as 
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defined before; T= {(X, Y): X, Y c N; X n Y= 0} (i.e., T is the family of ordered 
pairs of disjoint subsets of N); and b : T+ R, such that b(O, 0) =O. Generalizations 
of submodularity and nestedness are carried out through the following definitions. 
Definition 4.5. The function b(. ) is called a generalized submodular function on 
N if 
b(A,,B,)+b(A,,B,) 
rb(A,nA,,B,nB,)+b((A,-B,)U(A,-B,), (B,-A,)U(&-A,)) 
Definition 4.6. A (0, f 1)-matrix B is said to be signed nested if it can be transform- 
ed into a nested (0, 1)-matrix by a +_ l-scaling of its columns. 
Now, consider the linear program: 
max{ Wtx: x[A, B] 5 b(A, B) V(A, B) E T, A U B # 0}. (6) 
Its dual can be written as: 
(4 
such that 
(b) (A B&k‘M)- c c (A BjETY(~,~) = ‘+‘i ViEN, (7) 
icA ieB 
(cl y(A,B) 2 0 VP4 B) E T. 
ILet us now consider ageneralized greedy procedure {GGP\ which solves ,Cq\ under 
the condition that b(. ) is a generalized submodular function. Let the elements of 
IN kR. QXkX& SQ t!X&t tk ahso\ute. u ak!.% af tk!? w, : Tax Qzsxksxea<~~. i p., _ ) w, .$2 
1~~1 for all ilj. Define A”=O= B”; ,4j=Aj-l and Bj=Bj-‘Uj if ~~50; and 
AJ=A’-’ Uj and Bj=Bj-’ otherwise; Xj= Ib(Aj,Bj)-b(Aj-‘,Bj-‘)I; for j= 
12 , , . . . , n. The resulting vector x is the required generalized greedy solution (GGS). 
These concepts of generalized submodularity, generalized greedy procedure and 
s@& ~fik&~3 alit a <C &a+& tij +&,e M&+k~ ~~~~a+&&~ of T&x~~ 4.3. 
Theorem 4.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a set of signed nested active matrices for (6). 
(ii) GGS is an optimal solution to (6) for all vectors w. 
(iii) The function b(. ) in (6) is a generalized submodular function. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that (i) +. (ii) a (iii) j (i). 
(i) j (ii): We assume, without loss of generality, that the coordinates of w are 
distinct in absolute values. Let P be a minimal face of (6) over which the maximum 
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value of the objective function in (6) is attained. Let B be a signed active matrix 
corresponding to the pair P and w. Without loss we assume that B can be scaled 
by f l-scalings to produce a (0, I)-matrix satisfying condition (3). Linear program- 
ming duality and the definition of B then imply that there exists a y?zO satisfying 
Bty= w. This, together with the definition of signed nestedness, implies that 
1 wil > 1 wjl for isj; i,je N. These observations, signed nestedness of B and the fact 
that the Jwij are all distinct imply that GGS is an optimal solution to (6). 
(ii) * (iii): For (Al, B,) and (AZ, B,) in T, define a vector w as follows: 
2 if ieAl nA,, 
-2 if iEB,nB,, 
Wi = 1 if iE((A1-B2)U(A2-B,))-(AI f-IA,), 
-1 if iE((B1-A2)U(BZ-A,))-(B,nB2), 
0 otherwise. 
Let x* be a GGS to (6) for the above w. Then, 
x”[Ar f-lA~,B,fl B*] = b(A, flA*,B,f-lB,), 
x*I(~,-B,)U(~,-B,),(B,-~,)U(B2-~,)1 
=b((A,-B,)U(A,-B,),(B,-A,)U(B,-A,)). 
Since x* is feasible to (6), we also have: 
b(A,,B,)+&%,&) ~x*[~,,B,l+x*[~,,B,l 
= x*[A, nA,,B, r-m,] 
+x*[(A,-B,)U(A,-B,),(B,-A,)U(B,-A,)l 
= b(A, nA2,4 nB,)+bW, -B2)U(A2-4),(4 -A2)U(B2--44 
and this proves the result. 
(iii) j (i): We need some more definitions and a basic result in order to prove this. 
Definition 4.8. For any face P of the polytope corresponding to the problem (6), 
(A, B) E T is tight on r’ if x[A, B] = b(A, B) for all XE r’. 
Claim. ((4 nA2h (4 nB2)), ((A2-B1), (B2-4N and (64, U (4 -B2MB2 U 
(Bl --AZ))) are also tight on P whenever (Al, B,) and (A,, B2) are and condition (iii) 
of Theorem 4.7 holds. 
Proof. This result follows easily by applying Definition 4.5 twice. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. (iii) a (i): For a fixed w and a face r’ of the polytope in (6) 
let S= {(X, Y): (X, Y) E T; (X, Y) is tight on P}. P can then be represented by 
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P= {x: B’x= b’; B2x< b2}, where the rows of B’ are precisely the characteristic 
vectors corresponding to the elements of S and B2 is the coefficient matrix cor- 
responding to the remaining constraints of (6). If there is no ~20 satisfying 
(B’)‘y = w, then the result follows trivially. If such a y exists, then let y* be the 
solution to: 
max (A g s IA UBJ2.~c~,~): (B’)‘Y = W; Y 2 0 . 
3 E 1 
Let B be the submatrix of B’ corresponding to the positive coordinates of y*. 
Claim. B is signed nested. 
Proof. If not, there exist (A,, B,) and (AZ, B2) in T such that Y&,,~,) and _J$&B~) are 
positive and ((A, sLA, or B, SL B2) and &sZA, or B2 SL B,)). Define a vector J as 
follows: 
&, Y) - a if W, Y> = (A,,Bd, 
y&, yj - 2a if K Y> = b42, B2), 
&x, Y) = 
Y&,yj+a if (X, Y) = 
c 
(64 1 n A21, (4 n B2)) or 
W12-f4),(B2-A~)) or 
-J&Y) 
(642 U 64, -B2)), (Bz U (4 --4,Nh 
otherwise, 
where a=min{y~,,B,),~~~*,8~) }. The definition of 7 contradicts the optimality of 
y*. This proves the claim and hence the theorem. q 
When we restrict ourselves to the polyhedral sets with only O/l extreme points and 
for which the generalized greedy algorithm works, we get an interesting discrete 
system [E,F] called pseudomatroid, where the elements of F are precisely the 
characteristic sets of the extreme points of the polyhedron. This concept of 
pseudomatroid leads to simultaneous, nontrivial generalizations of various proper- 
ties of matroid and is studied in [l]. 
5. Composition scheme for generating TDI systems 
One of the important directions in the study of TDI systems would be develop- 
ment of a composition-decomposition scheme for TDI systems. We present here a 
simple composition scheme and exploit its full power. Some more general schemes 
will be studied in a separate paper. The motivation for the present scheme is derived 
from the well-known Edmonds-Giles class of TDI systems [3]. The important con- 
clusions drawn are that the Edmonds-Giles system is a special case of this scheme 
and cannot be extended beyond the node-arc matrices when approached from this 
angle and that the concept of crossing families in this system is fairly artificial and 
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arises due to the linear dependence of the rows of the node-arc matrix. Thus, let %i 
and @ZZ be two classes of matrices characterized by hereditary properties 9, and & 
respectively (i.e., A E FZ; = A and every submatrix of A has property yi for i = 1,2). 
Let (A, 6) be such that the system 
{x: Ax5 6) (8) 
has a set of active matrices each of which belongs to the class ‘$7,. Let B be a full 
row rank matrix belonging to the class gZ. Let the dimensions of A and B be such 
that the product AB is defined. We are interested in characterizing pi and gz such 
that the linear inequality system 
{x,y: Ay~6; Bx-ly = 0) (9) 
has a set of totally unimodular active matrices. 
It is easy to see that any set of active matrices for the system (9) contains matrices 
of the form: 
D= (10) 
corresponding to any given fact of the polytope (9). By the assumption above we 
can select A E ‘S?, . In this case, D is TU implies that det(A’ . B’) =0 or f 1, where 
A’ and B’ are any row and column submatrices of ?i and B respectively, of ap- 
propriate dimensions. Properties ~7, and S’z should therefore be such that XE ‘s?~ 
and YE FD$ implies that det(XY) = 0 or f 1 whenever XY is a square matrix. 
Claim 5.1. XE FZI(F?z) = X is a (0, + l)-matrix. 
Proof. Trivial. q 
Claim 5.2. XE %‘, =. X’ has at most one +1 and at most one -1 in each column 
(we shall call such matrix a node-arc matrix) or YE g2 q Y has this property. 
Proof. Else, since the properties pi and pZ are hereditary, we can select %‘r 3 X= 
[ 1 l] and YE ‘6$ such that Yt = [ 1 11. In this case XY= [2]. This violates the 
requirement that det(XY) = 0 or f 1. 0 
Henceforth, we shall assume that 9 has this property. 
Claim 5.3. XE ‘6’, * each row of X is either a (0, I)-vector or a (0, -I)-vector. 
Proof. Else, select 
gi~X= [l -11 and 93 Y= 
1 
L 1 -1 . 
Then XY = [2] contradicting the assumption of unimodularity of XY. 0 
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Claim 5.4. XE %‘, s rows of X are either nested or disjoint. 
Proof. Else, select 
[ 
110 10 
@3X= and 0 1 . 
011 
1 q3Y= [ 
10 
 
Then 
1 1 
XY= 
[ 1 -1 1 * 
This contradicts the assumption of unimodularity of XY. 0 
Now consider the properties of matrices: 
0 CHI: (i) Each row of the given matrix is either a (0, l)- or a (0, -1)-vector; 
(ii) rows of the given matrix are either nested or disjoint. 
0 CHII: The given matrix is a node-arc matrix. 
Let properties CHI’ and CHII’ be such that a matrix has property CHI’ or CHII’ 
if its transpose has property CHI or CHII respectively. 
Claim 5.5. Zf 9, is characterized by CHZ and g2 by CHZZ or if 9, is characterized 
by CHZZ’ and P2 by CHI’, then for any A E @T, and BE &, 
D= 
is totally unirnodular. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the case when 9, is characterized by CHI and & by 
CHII. The other case will then follow by looking at Df rather than at D. Let us 
assume that A is a (0, 1)-matrix. (Else since the rows of A are either (0, l)- or (0, -l)- 
vectors, A can be tranformed into a (0, 1)-matrix by f l-scalings of its rows.) A can 
then be transformed into a matrix with elements 0,l and at most one 1 in each col- 
umn as follows: 
Let A be of size nxm. Let Nl={l,...,n}. Let A”=A and k=O. 
Step 1. If N1=0, stop. Else, find an ieN such that A;. is a maximal row of 
Ak. Let Nl = Nl - i. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Find S = {j: j E Nl; AT, is nested inside A:, and it is a maximal such row}. 
If S= 0, go to Step 1. Else, subtract from the row A:. the row AT. for all je S, 
to get the new matrix A k+l Let k=k+l and go to Step 1. . 
Now let D = [I : D]. It is easy to see that the above operations on A when perform- 
ed on the rows of D corresponding to the part containing A transforms it into a 
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node-arc matrix. Since, as is well known, a node-arc matrix is TU, the result 
follows. 0 
We thus have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Let the system of linear inequalities (8) have a set of active matrices 
each of which belongs to the class %‘, , characterized by a hereditary property 9, 
and let B be a full row rank matrix in class F$, characterized by a hereditary pro- 
perty &. Then the system (9) has a set of totally unimodular active matrices iff 9, 
is characterized by CHI and Y2 by CHII or 9, is characterized by CHII’ and P2 by 
CHI’. 
Corollary 5.7. Let the system of linear inequalities (8) have a set of active matrices 
each of which belongs to the class KS’, , characterized by a hereditary property 9, 
and let B be a full row rank matrix belonging to the class 4, characterized by a 
hereditary property &. Then the system 
{x: ABx< b} (11) 
has a set of totally unimodular active matrices iff PI is characterized by CHI and 
Y2 by CHII or ??I is characterized by CHII’ and Y2 by CHI’. 
Proof. This follows from Claims 5.1-5.5 when one makes the following ob- 
servations: 
(i) There exists a (1-1)-correspondence between the active matrices of (9) of the 
form (10) and the active matrices of (11) of the form 
D=AB. (12) 
(ii) All the elements of a set of active matrices of (11) are of the form (12). 
(iii) One can therefore select a set of active matrices of (11) with all the elements 
of the form (12) with A in @. 
(iv) The matrix (10) is TU * AB is TU provided AB is defined. 0 
The case when Pi is characterized by CHII’ and .!PZ is characterized by CHI’ is 
trivial, for in this case {x: Ax5 b} has a set of active matrices in class ‘$?i mplies 
that A belongs to the class VZi. In that case (9) and (11) are linear programs with 
totally unimodular coefficient matrices (which follows from Claim 5.5). 
We shall now show that the Edmonds-Giles system is a special case of the com- 
position scheme considered above: 
Let D = (N, A) be a directed, connected graph with node set N= ( 1,2, . . . , n> and 
arc set A, such that the underlying undirected graph is connected. Let S be a crossing 
family of subsets of N. Let b : S-+ R be submodular on crossing pairs. Let E be the 
(0, f I)-node-arc incidence matrix of D and let B be a (0, I)-matrix, the rows of B 
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being the characteristic vectors of the elements of S. Then the Edmonds-Giles result 
states that the system: 
BEx I b, 
where bi= r(U), where U is the characteristic set of B;. , has a set of totally 
unimodular active matrices and hence is TDI. 
Now, let m= N- {n} and let i? be the submatrix of E obtained by deleting its last 
row. Then it is easy to show that J!? has full row rank. Let S, = {X: XE S; n @X>. 
Let S2 = S - S, . The above system can then be written as: 
B,l?x 5 b,, 
B,I?XZ -b2, 
where the rows of B, are the characteristic vectors of the elements of Si and the 
rows of B, are characteristic vectors of complements (with respect to N) of the 
elements of S, and (b,, b2) is the corresponding partition of the vector b. It is easy 
to check, and will also follow from the results of the next section, that under the 
stated conditions, the system 
B,x I bl, 
B,x 1 -b2 
has a set of active matrices, each element of which has property CHI. Edmonds- 
Giles result then follows from Corollary 5.7. 
6. A general framework for TDI systems 
In this section, we introduce a general framework for TDI systems. Although we 
have not been able to place this new system in the right perspective with respect to 
the existing literature, we have been able to use it to derive total dual integrality of 
certain old and new systems. This should justify its significance. 
As before, let N={ 1,2, . . . . n} and let T={(X, Y): X, YcN; Xfl Y=0} (i.e., T 
is the family of ordered pairs of disjoint subsets of N). Let T,, T2 c T, b’, b2 : T-t 
R, and a, ce 2” be such that V(A,, B,), (A2, B2) E T, U T2 such that (A, flA2) U 
(B,flB,)#O, (A,gA2 or B,gB2) and (A,Ql, or B2gB1) there exist (A’,B’), 
(A2, B2) E T, U T, such that: 
(A) 
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where, 
6 
1 if (A, B), under consideration, has come from rr, 
(A,B) = - 1 otherwise, 
r(A, B) = 
( 
b’(A, B) if (A, B) under consideration has come from T, , 
-b*(A, B) otherwise; 
(B) if (A,nB2)U(A2nB,)#0, then 
lAIUB,I + ~A,UB,~ > IA’UB’I + IA2UB21; 
(C) if (A, fl B2) U (A2 n B,) = 0, then 
if ((AI,BI)E T, and (A,,B,)E Tz) or ((AI,WE T2 and (Az,&)E TI), 
then IA,UB,/ + IAZUB2j > IA’UB’I + IA*UB*l, 
else 
lA&JB,/2+ IA,UB212< IA1UB112+ IA2UB212, 
lAIUB,/ + IA,UB,I 2 IA’UB’I + JA2UB21. 
For any (A,B) E T let h(A, B) be a signed incidence vector of (A, B) and let 
w E R”. Now consider the problem 
max w’x, (13) 
such that 
(a) x[A,B] I b’(A,B) V(A,B)e Tl, 
@) x[A, Bl 2 b2(A, B) V(A, B) E T2, (14) 
Cc) a4xSc. 
The dual of the problem (13)-(14) is: 
(a) min 
L 
c’u - a’2 + c 
(4 m E 7-1 
b1(A,B)u(A,B)-(A~~12D2(A,B)~(A,B) , 
1 
such that 
(b) 
(c) 
Yr-Zif ;,zA u(A,B)- c u(A,B) = w; VI’EN, (15) 
iEE 
(A, B) E TI (A,W E r, 
y,z~R:, udTII, UERI~~I. 
Theorem 6.1. The system of linear inequalities (14) is TDI 
Proof. For any WE R” let 
min zET, u(AB)* IAUBl 
+cA gcT2 n(A,B)* IA UBI: y, z, u, n optimal for (15) 
1 
= 1, k (16) 
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max 
I, 
(A JIT, W,B). PUBI 
+(A ZcT* wLw* IA UBI 2: y, z, u, u optimal for (16) 
= k2 
(it is easy to see that k, and k2 exist and are well defined). 
Let {y*,z*, u*, o*} be an optimal solution to (17). Let 
S = {(A, B): (A, B) E T; ((A, B) E T, and u(A, B) > 0) 
or ((A, B) E T2 and o(A, B) > O)}. 
Claim. For any (A 1, B,), (A2, B2) E S, 
(mA2)u(B1nB2)ffl 
(17) 
a {(A, c A, and B, c B,) or (A2 c A, and B2 c B,)}. (18) 
Proof. Suppose that (A,, B,), (A2, B2) ES are such that (18) is violated. Then for 
this pair there exist (A2, B2) and (A’, B’) E T such that (A)-(C) are satisfied. 
Let E = min{ I(A t, B,), /(A,, B2)} > 0, where 
&I, B) = 
u*(A, B) if (A, B) E T, , 
o*(A, B) if (A, B) E T2. 
Define ii, 13 as, 
c 
u*(A,B)-E 
ii(A,B)= u*(A,B)+E 
u*(A B) 
c 
o*(A,B)-E 
u(A,B)= u*(A,B)+& 
u*(AB) 
if ((AB)=(A,,BJ or (A2,Bd) and (A,B)e Tl, 
if ((A,B)=(A’,B’) or (A2,B2)) and (A,B)eT,, 
otherwise, 
if ((M9=(&4) or (A2,&)) and (A,B)ET,, 
if ((A, B) = (A’, B’) or (A2, B2)) and (A, B) E T2, 
otherwise. 
By linear programming duality and (A) above, 
min{c’y+a’z: Y,zER:; Y-Z = 6,,,,,,h(A,,B,)+6,,,,,,h(A,,B,) 
-~(~l,.l,h(A’,B’)-6~~2,~2~h(A~,B~)} 
= max{d(A,,B,)X[A19&1 +~(A~,B~)X[AZ,B~I 
-~(A~,.~)x[~‘,B’l -~(A~,B~)X[A~,B~~} 
such that a I x I c 
I r(A 1, B,) + r(A2, B2) - r(A2, B2) - r(A ‘, B’). 
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Let {y’,z’} attain this minimum; let j~=y*+sy and z=z*+Ez’. It is straightfor- 
- - 
ward to check that {J,z, u, u} is an optimal solution to (15) and that it contradicts 
the definition of (y*, z*, u*, u*) as an optimal solution to (17). This proves the claim. 
Now, take any (X, Y)ES. Let S,={(A,B): (A,B)ES; (AnX)U(Bn Y)#0}. 
Let S = S - S1 . Repeat this process to get S1, S,, . . . , S, such that S = IJY! 1 Si and 
SinSj=O Vi+j. Let A1,A2 ,..., Am be matrices with rows corresponding to the 
signed characteristic vectors of the elements of S1, S2, . . . , S, respectively, in R”. Let 
lSil = n;. It is a simple observation (using the claim above) that each matrix A’ is 
signed nested (see Definition 4.6). Let us transform the matrices, using row per- 
mutations only, such that each A’ is in standard nested form (i.e., the columns of 
A’ can be scaled by + l’s to form a (0, 1)-matrix satisfying condition (3). Let 
Each column of B has a nonzero coefficient in at most two of the matrices 
A1,A2, . . . . Am and if it has nonzero coefficients in two of such matrices, then the 
signs of the coefficients are the same within the matrix but the coefficients in the 
two matrices have opposite signs. (This follows trivially from the claim above.) 
Now, consider the matrix B= [I: B]. We can transform B into a node-arc matrix, 
E, by the following unimodular transformation: 
1 
B.. k 
Ej. = _’ _ 
Vj= CiZ1 ni+l and Vk=O,l,..., m-1, 
Bj. - Bcj_1). otherwise. 
This implies that B is totally unimodular. Thus the columns of (15) corresponding 
to the nonzero elements of the vector {y*,z*, u*, o*> form a totally unimodular 
active matrix. This proves that the system (14) is TDI. 0 
7. Applications 
We have not yet been able to place this new TDI system in the right perspective 
with respect to the existing literature. However, we shall use this system to derive 
total dual integrality of certain old and new systems. 
7.1. Polymatroid intersection [2] 
Given any set N, let rl, r2 be submodular set functions on N. Then the system, 
x[A] 5 r,(A) VA c N, 
x[B] I r2(B) VB c N, 
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Xi L 0 ViEN 
is TDI. 
This follows from (14) by taking TI = {(X, 0): XC N}; T, = ((0,X): X 5 N}; 
b’(A,B) = 
r,(A) if B = 0, 
o 
otherwise; V(A, B) E T, 
b2(A,B) = 
-r2(B) if A = 0, 
o 
otherwise; V(A, B) E T. 
For any (Al, B,), (A2, B2) in T2 U T2, such that, 
(A,nA,)‘J(B,nB,)+0, 
(A,UB,)-(A,UB,);t0f(A,U&)-(A1UB9, 
(A’,B’) = ((A, f772),@, nB,)h 
and 
(A2,B2) = (A,UAz,Bl UB,), 
a = 0; c=C=J. 
7.2. Polypseudomatroid intersection 
Given N, T as in Section 4, let rl, r2 be generalized submodular functions on T 
such that for (A,, B,), (A2, B2) E T with (A, fI B,) U (A2 r7 B,) #0, 
r,(A 1, BJ + rz(A2, B2) 
2ri(AlnA,,B,nB,)+rj((A,-B,)U(Az-B1),(B,-A,)U(B,-A,)) 
for i,jE{1,2}, i#j. 
Then the system 
x[A, B] I r,(A, B) V(A, B) E T, 
x[A, B] 5 r,(A, B) V(A, B) E T, 
Xi L 0 ViEN 
is TDI. 
This follows from (14) by taking TI = T2 = T, 
b’(A, B) = r,(A, B) V(A,B) E T, 
b2(A, B) = -r2(B, A) V(A, B) E T, 
V(A I, B,), (AZ, B2) E T such that 
(A, n A,) U (B, n B2) f 0, 
(A,UB,)-(A,UB,)Z0+(A,UB,)-(A,UB,), 
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and 
(AI, B,), 642, B,) E T, (7’2) 
=a (A’J’) = (A, n&B, nB,)e T, (T,), 
(A2,B2) = ((A, -B,)U V-4),(4 -A,)U (&-A,))E T, (T,), 
(A,,&)E T,, (A,,&)E 7-2 
~(A’,B1)=(A1n7*,A2nB,)ETi, 
(A2,B2)=((A1-A2)U(B2-B,),(B1-B2)U(A2-A,))ETJ 
for i,j~{1,2}; i#j, 
a = 0; c=o3. 
7.3. Generalized polymatroid intersection [4] 
Let B,, P,, B,, P2 be collections of subsets of N and let ri : Bj + Z; ,si : Pi + Z 
(i= 1,2) be such that (i)-(iii) below hold for i= 1,2. 
(i) If S, TE Bi and S n Tf0, then S tl T, S U TE Bj and r’(S fl T) + r’(S U T) 5 
r’(S) + r’(T); 
(ii) if S,TEP, and SnT#0, then Sfl T,SUTEP~ and s’(Sfl T)+s’(SUT)r 
s’(S)+s’(T); 
(iii) if SEB,, TEP, and S-T#0#T-S, then (S-T)EBi and (T-S)EP; and 
r’(S- T)-s’(T-S)sr’(S)-s’(T). 
Then the system 
x[A] 5 r’(A) VA EBi; i = 1,2, 
X[A]ZS’(A) VAEPi; i= 1,2 
is TDI. 
To show this, let us use (14) with 
Tl = {(X,0): XEB,} U {(0,X): XEP,}, 
T, = {(X,0): XEP,} U {(0,X): XEB,}, 
r’(X) if Y=0; XEB,, 
b’(X, Y) = -s2(Y) if X=0; YeP2, 
0 otherwise, 
c s’(X) if Y=0; XEP,, b2(X, Y) = -r’(Y) if X=0; YEB,, 0 otherwise. 
For i = 1,2, V(A i, B,), (A2, B2) E 7; such that 
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(4n~,)u(4n~,)+0, 
(~0~) = (A, nA,,B, nB,)E T, 
(A2,B2) = (A, UA,,B, UB,)E iy;:, 
and V(A,,B,)ET~, (A2,B2)~T2 such that 
(A 1 n A21 u (4 n ~~~ f 0, 
(A’,B’)=(A,-A,,B,-B,)ET~, 
(A2,B2) = (A2-A,,B2-B1)~ T2; 
a=-m, c=oO. 
It easily follows from the proof of Theorem 6.1 that if in the system in Section 
7.3 above either B, = P, = 0 or B2 = P2 = 0, then it has a set of active matrices such 
that for each matrix B in the set, 
(i) each row of B is either a (0, l)- or a (0, -1)-vector; 
(ii) the rows of B are either nested or disjoint. 
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